Europes Ambiguous Unity Conflict Consensus Post
Maastricht
alan weston cafruny - academics.hamilton - --(1997), with carl lankowski, “europe's ambiguous unity,” in
alan cafruny and carl lankowski, eds., europe's ambiguous unity: conflict and consensus in the post- maastricht
era (boulder, colorado: lynne rienner publishers and london: longman). --(1997), “social democracy in one
continent?: alternatives to a neo-liberal europe,” in alan 1 january 2017 alan weston cafruny - hamilton
college - 1 1 january 2017 alan weston cafruny henry platt bristol professor of international affairs department
of government hamilton college 198 college hill road michele. m. betsill , colorado state university, and
... - michele. m. betsill , colorado state university, and harriet bulkeley, university of durham taking positions
which differ from the ‘national’ view (e.g. the differences between local responses to climate protection and
national government policy in the us and australia). early modern concepts for a late modern world muse.jhu - 240 early modern concepts for a late modern world montesquieu. l'esprit des lois [1748], transl.
and ed. ernst forsthoff as vom geist der gesetze. tubingen: laupp, 1951. l'esprit des lois [1748], transl. as the
spirit of laws, first english transl. by thomas nugent [1750], reedited by david w. carrithers. testing the
boundaries of subnational diplomacy: the ... - testing the boundaries of subnational diplomacy: the
international climate action of local and regional governments joana setzer* abstract in the past years a
number of local and regional governments around the world have started to engage in a real international or
‘paradiplomatic’ climate agenda. while the naval war college planning challenges posed by u.s ... - "one
china" policy, taiwan, flexible deterrent options, unity of effort, legal use of force 15.abstract: the basis of
u.s.-china relations is the “one china” principle. adherence by the u.s. to a deliberately ambiguous “one china”
policy challenges theater-strategic planning in important ways. why is the european union regulating
morality? - c-fam - the international organizations research group w h i t e p a p e r s e r i e s n u m b e r n i n
e europe’s social agenda why is the european union regulating morality? europe’s nuclear woes:
mitigating the challenges of the ... - europe’s nuclear woes: mitigating the challenges of the next years
ulrich kühn, shatabhisha shetty and polina sinovets abstract as long as the relationship between russia and the
west continues to be confrontational, the libya fractured: the struggle for unity - the international
community has attempted to forge unity among libya’s various competing groups.2 but it is useful to keep in
mind that unity across the three main regions of libya would be an historical anomaly, something imposed only
fleetingly by external actors and artificially by the country’s late dictator, muamar qaddafi. the european
turn and »social europe« - / carl lankowski, europe’s ambiguous unity. conflict and consensus in the postmaastricht era, london 1997, pp. 109–128, and stephan leibfried, social policy. left to the judges and the
markets?, in: helen wallace / william wallace / mark a. pollack, the history of european integration - dr
andrew glencross - foundations and justifi cations for unity c ontents 1.0 notr i duction: what and where is ...
since uncertainty over europe ’ s borders means uncertainty over which countries can become members of the
european union. as a result, who ... slim. however, the eu is ambiguous about how it defi nes europe; the
founding europe’s far right parties have also been toying with the ... - europe’s far right parties have
also been toying with the ... however, it is likely the main threats to european unity will continue coming from
the mainstream parties’ inability to collaborate and, above all, from the growing restlessness in european
electorates over the ... europe’s far right parties have also been toying with the idea ... impact case study
(ref3b) institution: liverpool hope ... - impact case study (ref3b) page 2 governance in ireland and a
chapter within this volume (connaughton, quinn, rees 2010). this built on an earlier eu 5th framework project
which examined state adaptation and policy learning in regional and environmental policy in cohesion & ceec
states. this was disseminated via public narratives of redemption: memory and identity in europe narratives of redemption: memory and identity in europe rita ribeiro university of minho, portugal
rmgr@ics.uminho abstract after centuries of being torn apart by conflicts that remain deeply embedded in the
european collective memory, europe’s most recent history is being written as a narrative of redemption.
future of europe - martens centre - of integration favoured by europe’s founding fathers the three
‘classical europeanisms’ the visionaries who first conceived and pursued the political project of unifying
europe— the founding fathers—loyally collaborated in the name of a shared aspiration to european unity. they
all had a ‘federalist’ outlook. the idea of europe - assets - european social and political thought and of
europe’s links to the non-european world. ... the ambiguous promise michael j. lacey and mary o. furner, ... the
idea of europe: from antiquity to the european union edited by anthony pagden frontmatter more information.
the breaking of nations: de gaulle, monnet, and the ... - put it, one of europe’s great “federators.” in his
strasbourg speech of november 23, 1959 in which he laid out the vision he was to pursue as president, he
declared that “it is europe, from the atlantic to the urals, it is the whole of europe, that will decide the destiny
of the world.”14 france would lead, but europe would decide. diversity within dogma: the nazi
leadership’s ... - diversity within dogma: the nazi leadership’s accommodation of the molotov-ribbentrop pact
brian blankenship primary source volume i: issue i page 9 w hen one speaks of an “ideology,” there is a
temptation to imagine a monolith to which followers consistently social fiction and diversity in post-
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reformation germany ... - social fiction and diversity in post-reformation germany1 jesse spohnholz
washington state university during the reformation, christians across the german lands splin-tered into
competing churches, which were deﬁ ned by diff erences in theology as well as rituals — and increasingly by
separate cultures. osce office for democratic institutions and human rights ... - to the presidential
election ambiguous. the public broadcaster is obliged to air free political is presentation, whereas other types
of media, including internet portals, are entitled to offer paid advertisements to be reimbursed from public
funds. the sec handles most electoral complaints, while the state audit office and the state commission
european centre for development policy and policy ... - eu’s overall external action. ideally, europe’s
different instruments should provide mutually reinforcing support to policy and political objectives, avoiding
duplication and disruption. this is for instance a key concern in europe’s often ambiguous responses to the
security-development nexus, and it also has implications for the strategic environment - globalsecurity peace or unity within the group than to accomplish any exter-nal purpose. they may, in fact, be irrelevant or
contrary to any explicit group goal. policy is therefore often ambiguous, strategy ... liberty and
independence: the shelley–byron circle and the ... - epitomises europe’s: it is an exemplar of ‘equity of
laws and the freedom of political constitution’.3 some eighteenth-century reference books even deﬁne the
word ‘europe’ itself in terms of freedom. according to the anonymous complete system of geography (1747),
as well as a large number of other ‘this is my eutopia …’: narrative as power* - african unity, modelling
itself on all counts on the eu (except for making ... perhaps europe’s power would be sustained by the
message itself. but, third, that message too was ambiguous or at least multi-dimensional. on the one hand, it
was about values – ‘the values held by all its member states and promoted by the ec’ both internally ... an
unblinking glance at a national catastrophe and the ... - liberal policies of the eu, combined with the
ambiguous approach to further eco-nomic and political unity provided by germany and france, substantially
increase the risk of the potential dissolution of the eurozone and even the unravelling of the european
integration project. in the light of all this, the fact that the eu’s leaders autochthony, citizenship, and
exclusion - paradoxes in the ... - ideals of national unity and the equality of all national citizens. on the
other hand, it can also be seen as coinciding with national citizenship. in such cases, autochthony slogans
demand a purification of citizenship and an exclusion of "strangers." indeed, whatever the exact pattern in el
camino de santiago: the growth of pilgrimage and the ... - state of the ritual subject becomes
ambiguous… in the third phase the passge is consummated, ... which validates it as a symbol of unity among
the european nations (jansen, 2012, pg. 5). routes start all over europe and end in santiago (see ... europe’s
population was catholic compared to 2010 in which only 35% of the population was racism and the heart of
darkness - centre for digital ... - racism and the heart of darkness c. p. sarvan, university of zambia as i
have shown elsewhere,1 conrad's setting, themes, and his triumph in writing major literature in his third
language, have won him a special admiration the european and the global balance: the security ... european institutions and of all-european co-operation) and the global east-west one (if only as an ultimate
condition or guarantee). thus, for the present, the chief virtue of article 5 revisited – is nato up to it? clingendael - article 5 revisited – is nato up to it? august 2014 introduction margriet drent, peter van ham and
kees homan thank you very much, vladimir putin, for helping nato to find its raison d’être once again. russia’s
land-grab of the crimean peninsula, its ambiguous warfare tactics in eastern ukraine and russia’s possible
confederal federalism and citizen representation in the ... - unity.13 this is illustrated by the geographic
dispersion of the eu's capitals. the european parliament and its working committees convene in strasbourg and
luxembourg. the commission and its bureaucracy reside in brussels. the european court of justice sits in the
hague. although brussels desires to be europe's capital, this idea is not warmly ... polish and czechoslovak
policy toward german unification - polish and czechoslovak policy toward german unification paul latawski
the retreat of soviet power and the demise of communist regimes in central and eastern europe in 1989 ended
the cold war and the division of europe. the birth of a new europe, however, created an enormous set of
political and security challenges in the post communism era. a journal of political thought and
statesmanship - pects, europe’s future is likely to be bleak and turbulent. the continent, in short, is going to
the dogs. all that remains to be decided is the identity of the dogs, and here the two authors differ. james
kirchick is a neoconservative amer-ican journalist who has been reporting from europe for almost a decade (we
were col- the eu's approach to israel and the palestinians - europe’s worldview than previous us
administrations. but if there is to be any hope of making progress towards peace, the eu must do its utmost to
support us efforts. to be an effective partner, eu member-states must develop a consensus on the best way to
engage with the new israeli government, and on the from the instructor - boston university - from the
instructor 80 tom laverriere wrote “cross-dressing in renoir’s la grande illusion and europe’s wartime
masculinity” for studio 112, a wr 150 equivalent offered by the kilachand honors college. the assignment
asked students to explore a question that in some way touched on the theme of the course, “modernism and
its ... remapping black germany - muse.jhu - european context—that is, in relation to europe’s other black
communities as well as to other communities of color— thus makes a lot of sense. europe’s history in its
totality, national differences admitted, does show important commonalities, rooted in the perception of europe
as a “white” continent symposium: the european community as an international ... - the fifth paragraph
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of the preamble to the sea refers to europe's responsibility to speak with one voice and act in unity and
solidarity in order to defend europe's common interests. however, the preamble is not legally binding and may
only help the interpreter in construing the sea. it obviously refers to the incorporation of the ‘our
philadelphia’? on the political and intellectual ... - on the political and intellectual history of the
‘european constitution’ jan-werner müller1 princeton university prepared for special jmeh issue on
‘constitutions, civility, and violence’ revised, september 25th, 2007 1 thanks to the organizers and the
participants of the workshop on ‘constitutions, civility, and immigrants as the enemy: psychoanalysis and
the balkans ... - immigrants as the enemy: psychoanalysis and the balkans5 self-orientalization l dusan 1.
bjeuÓ edward said articulates orientalism as europe's way of coming to terms with the orient as its constitutive
other: 'the orient is not only adja- cent to europe; it is also the place of europe's greatest and richest and eu
policy on iraq: the collapse and reconstruction of ... - eu policy on iraq: the collapse and reconstruction
of consensus-based foreign policy jeffrey lewis department of political science, cleveland state university, 2121
euclid avenue, rt 1744, cleveland, oh 44115, usa. abstract at first glance, europe’s discord over the us-led
invasion of iraq in 2003 was a foreign policy debacle. unit 4: political geography by dan snyder chapter
outlines ... - ambiguous economic forms, however. there are concrete examples of fragmentation, unification,
and alliance that are altering the political geographic order. most obviously, the growth of increasingly
powerful regional political-economic blocs, including the organization of african unity, the arab league, the
association of southeast asian nations, security implications of central europe’s in-betweenness - of
central europe’s societies and governance, and the ever-changing character of this concept contributed to the
narrative of central europe as the ambiguous, unstable and even mysterious part of europe 1. in spite of its
geographical proximity, east germany and everything falling to its east european issues what european
“power” - the challenge of unity and cohesion but can it and will it, even if the current crisis is surmounted?
what handicaps it in a general way, which is cruelly underlined by the present crisis, is the imperfect, even
ambiguous and shaky nature of its unity. as pointed out by jean-louis bourlanges, the balkan leaders expose
the british gameplan - balkan leaders expose the british gameplan the following statements by leaders of
bosnia-hercegovina and croatia reflect a very precise understanding of the per fidious role being played by the
british in general, and lord owen in particular. the dates in boldface refer to the issue ofeir in which the
statement was quoted. se also p. 31 for working paper no. 688 - levy economics institute - eu, combined
with the ambiguous approach to further economic and political unity provided by germany and france,
substantially increase the risk of the potential dissolution of the eurozone and even the unravelling of the
european integration project. in politics and international justice in a world of states - human rights &
human welfare politics and international justice in a world of states by j. peter pham war crimes and realpolitik:
international justice from world war i to the 21st century by jackson nyamuya maogoto. boulder: lynne rienner
publishers, 2004. 267 pp. uc paris: language & culture studies content courses - europe's upheavals in
the twentieth century however gave birth to a new vision; a vision that became sensitive to the ... of unity was
announced in a speech by jean monnet, a member of the french committee of national liberation, back ...
stance can be summed in president mitterrand's ambiguous phrase: ' france is our homeland, but europe is ...
bridging the competing views of european cultural ... - hand, achieving a european image of cultural
unity without excluding all the local, regional and national cultures is a very complex, if not impossible, task.
on the othe hand, culture remains an ambiguous term in european institutions due to the lack of a full-fledged
european cultural policy. david a. pigott—department of history editor’s note: with ... - developed a
more positive meaning in order to maintain social unity, at the expense of religious unity that had been
shattered in the previous two centuries. toleration had an ambiguous and indeterminable definition throughout
the middle ages. the medieval precept expressed by pope stephen v in 817 summed up new york university
fall 2011 france and the european ... - europe's upheavals in the twentieth century however gave birth to
a new vision; a ... the very idea of unity was announced in a speech by jean monnet, ... president mitterrand's
ambiguous phrase: ' france is our homeland, but europe is our future'.
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